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COLLEGIAN
A
Vol. LXXXIX

Journal of Student Opinion

Gambier, Ohio, November

16. 1962

Judicial Board
Publicly Denies
Lone's Charges
I

t

by John Camper

"J

I

"

cross-sectio-

Lone's letter, printed in the
Nov. 2 issue of the Collegian,
pertained to the case of John
Clemens who was placed on social
probation after an alleged attempt
at a clandestine tryst in his dorm
with two women at two in the
morning. Lone charged that the
Judicial Board made a moral
judgment when it should have
treated the case merely as a rules
violation, and that the board was
not sufficiently specific in enumerating the punishment it wished
the Dean to enforce.
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WHILE THE members did not
all have the same idea of the
function of the Judicial Board,
they were unanimous on one
point
that Lone did not have
his facts straight.
"Names Written in the Stars"

Marjorie Johnson and Cliff Hilton

"He's all screwed up on the
question of morals," said senior
Ken Schaebethal.
"He doesn't
really know what's going on," said
junior Mike Terry. "His letter
was not founded on fact," said
sophomore Rick Peters. "He does
REVIEWER NOTES
n't know what he's talking about,"
SOMETIME PATHOS said junior Jim Saltus, Lone's
fraternity brother. "He writes
by Jeffrey Fisher
pretty well but he just doesn't
Tennessee Williams has created, know what he writes about," said
at times, in "Orpheus Descending" sophomore Bob Bales. "He's way
a poignant and candid drama
out in left field," said board
two individuals crying out chairman Cal Ellis, who plays
to each other in their loneliness, shortstop on
the Lord baseball
almost achieving a kind of sal- team.
vation in their communication,
(Cont. on page 3, col. 1)
and being destroyed by the forces
of hatred and jealousy and envy. DON'T GET CAUGHT
VAL XAVIER enters the life
of the Torrances, a man who has
known the seamy side of life but
is weary of it: "I'm through with
the life I've been leading. I lived
in corruption, but I'm not corrupted. Here is why (holding up
The Student Judicial Board held
his guitar). My life's companion! a dramatic, stormy and
d
It washes me clean like water
meeting last week, and
when anything unclean has emerged with two convictions,
touched me. . . ."
four dismissals and a defense of
He is the potential Orpheus to its aims by Chairman Cal Ellis.
three Euridices: Carol Cutrere,
The two convictions went to
who by taking the part of the Nick Hoffman and Bill Cass, who
Negro has been exorcised by the were
found guilty of "ungentle-manl- y
town, and thereafter strives to
conduct" throughout the
give definition to her life by in- evening of November
(Rule
dulging in sexual promiscuity; 2A). Richard Conway and Charles
Vee Talbott, whose sexual empti- Crabtree were found innocent of
ness is sublimated into religious "irresponsibility towards their
visionary fervor; Lady Torrance, dates", while Mike Burr and
who feels that her life ended with Andrew Doepke were found inthe death of her illegitimate child nocent of other violations of Rule
and the burning of her father's 2A.
wine garden. She lives with the
BURR RAISED a serious quesmalevolent and cancerous Jabe
tion during the evening. The deVal
nor
Lady
Neither
Torrance.
were charged with vague
wishes to become involved; but fendants
said, and did not know
terms,
he
they are bound together, not so
specifically they were to be
what
by
as
urgency,
much by sexual
He wanted the
charged with.
a mutual need not to be alone.
to make specific charges
Board
act
Jabe's
WHEN IN the third
calling a defendant.
suspicions about the couple are before
often impossible to make
"It's
burnto
the
confirmed, he admits
charge until you've
specific
a
garding of Lady's father's wine
testimony at the
the
all
heard
en.
With this murderous con
Ellis. "We either
said
hearing,"
Lady
fession, the fate of Val and
can keep the present system (of
is sealed. Instead of fleeing with
charges), or get a large
vague
Val, who has been ordered out
rules, which would list
of
book
of town by the sheriff, she re every possible crime.
mains to open the confectionary
booklet
If we had a
as a symbol of her triumph over
clearly defined,
laws
all
the
with
the dying Jabe. Val makes the
would make the Judicial Board
mistake of Orpheus: he symboli it
and relegate all disciplin- useless,
1)
(Cont. on page 2, col.

CAUTIOUS PRAISE FOR
WALCH-WILLIAMOPUS
S

PROF SEES SHOW
"PRETTY DARING"
by Professor Robert Daniel
Last week's production of Orpheus Descending by the Kenyon
Dramatic Club was a pretty daring enterprise, since most of the
characters are citizens of a small
town in the Deep South. It was
undertaken mainly with actors
who, hailing from places a little
farther north than southern Ohio,
attempted Southern accents either
sporadically or not at all. Yet
such was the skill of Ted Walch's
directing, and the credibility of
the acting, and so authentic was
the set, representing the musty,
cobwebbed interior of the Torrance Mercantile Store, that the
production achieved a wholly conIn Tennesvincing atmosphere.
see Williams's plays atmosphere
is a sine qua non, for it becomes
the real antagonist, the dense infernal fog that suffocates the
characters with whom we identify.
THIS VIOLENT revulsion from
his native region is the root emotion of Williams's work. In the
Descending
early Orpheus
things get more complicated later
the reason the South signion
fies the Realm of Death is clear
and simple: the white Southerner's
mistreatment of the Negro. Thus
Clare Cutrere (Patricia Burnham),
having got herself framed on a
charge of lewd vagrancy for trying to save a Negro from a legal
lynching, has decided to become
and
a lewd vagrant in fact
made a thorough job of it. Thus
also, a few years earlier, the Sicilian proprietor of a vineyard and
n
has been burned out
for selling whiskey to Negroes.
(It makes them disorderly.) The
Sicilian has died in the fire; his
daughter Lady (Marjorie Johnson), jilted by the Scion of the
county's most prominent family,
is married to the storekeeper,
Torrance (Ben Burnett), who is
dying of cancer.
wine-garde-

(Cont. on page 4, col.

1)
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HORDES OF DEBUTANTES
SWARM 'ROUND GAMBIER
Kenyon awaits the onslaught of
hundreds of
debutantes for fall dance weekend this
Friday, but all dormitory coming
out parties will end at the familiarly absurd nine o'clock witching
hour. The Student Council's proposal for extension of women's
hours, all fourteen pages thereof,
will be considered by the faculty
. . this
council
Monday.
Consideration of the Council's
proposals was postponed for one
week, to enable Kenyon's EPC
y
committee to present
its tentative first fruits to two
hours and ten minutes of faculty
scrutiny this Monday. The
granted a very cautious
on their curriculum proposals, felt satisfied with the day's
accomplishments, but consideration of the Council's suggestions
was shunted beyond dance weekend.
President Lund, discussing the
women's hours debate with the
Collegian, declared that the faculty was "favorably disposed towards consideration" of the
The faculty, he said,
reforms.
recognized "in principle" that
mid-weste-

Sophomore Salim Lone was
mistaken in his criticism of the
Judicial Board. That was the
opinion of a representative
n
of the Judicial Board when
interviewed recently.
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Parties

Sunday: Division Parties.

"All-Aroun-

What is the logic that determines a teacher's fate at Kenyon dent Lund informed the Collegian
College f By what criteria are last week.
THE DECISION, he said, is
delicate matters like contract renewal, tenure, promotion and sal- made by the department chairary increase determined, and who man, dean and himself. There
makes the decision? The Collegian has never yet been any disagreesat down with College President ment between them, Lund conF. Edward Lund last week and fided.
The three decision makers sefound out.
A faculty member's "all around cure their information through
contribution to the college" de- what Lund called "informal chantermines his destiny here, Presi- - nels." The decision, he said, is
"an entirely administrative matter." There is "no responsibility
or right" delegating the power
to any other group, he empha-

--

sized.
"We

Harass Loca Judge

3--

politico-philosoph-

five-pag-

d
Contribution"
His
Determines A Teacher's Fate

Evasive Night People
well-attende-

"improvements should be made."
The President was measuring his
words.
Partisans on both sides of the
issue indicated that battle lines
would be drawn, not over extension per se, but over the enforcement of the extension. The
Council, in a wordly
e
appendix to its
report, argued against shouldering
enforcement
on the fraternity
system.
Administration forces continued
to press for student responsibility
for the added time. The hours
change, they felt, should be tied
to some sort of student police
action.
Meanwhile, Social Chairman
John Drake produced the following schedule for the $1,200 autumnal blast:
Friday night: (Riley Norris)
11 to 3 a.m.
Saturday Division Parties
(afternoon)
Dance (Henry George Band)
10 to 2 a.m.

cannot be indifferent

to

student opinion," Lund conceded,

1

however. "We'll welcome the
opinions of qualified students. I'll

ary power to the Dean of Stu- certainly listen to honors majors,"
dents. I think the present set up stated the President.
is more flexible and fairer in the
STILL, though student opinion
long run."
"THERE HAS been some criti- is a factor, the determination of
cism of both the Board and myself," he continued, "but I think
the Board gets things done in the
best interests of both the students
and of the College as a whole."
The Board pieced the evening's
activities together like this:
girl brought two
Doepke's
friends with her. Conway and
Crabtree were their dates. Later
about 9:15
in the evening
d
the
Hoffman and Cass
girls away from their dates.
AT ABOUT 10:00 Security officer James Cass came upon Doepke
and his date in Doepke's room.
Doepke said they were picking up
his date's coat. They both left the
room.
Bill Cass, Doepke and Hoffman
were later found by two night
watchmen in the airport hanger.
They were told to leave, and they
did.
Still later, Officer Cass heard
two girls talking in Room 130 of
Leonard Hall. He went in, and
about two minutes later, Mike
Burr sauntered in casually and
assured the girls, that their suitcases were "in the car." Burr and
the girls left the dorm.
bird-dogge-

(Cont. on page 4, col.

1)

a faculty member's fate is "a
judgement by his peers" based on
"performance in class and hearsay reports."
Unwritten college rules currently forbid the entrance of a
department chairman into a subalthough the
class,
ordinate's
maxim is occasionally broken by
mutual agreement.
Returning to the student's role
in faculty retentions, Lund declared he would "welcome inthough he
dividual students"
would not specifically "invite or
solicit such opinion."
"THEY (the students) have avenues," insisted Lund. These
avenues lead to the faculty, to
departmental chairmen, the dean
of the college, and the president.
"We all have an obligation to
listen," Lund admitted, but disany
couraged
vigilante committee."
Queried as to what his response
would be to the sort of faculty
survey initiated by the Collegian
last year, and to be continued this
year by the Senior Society, Lund
replied, "I would listen, try to
make an objective attempt to
assess it."
"self-constitut-

ed
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Kenyon Collegian
A

BI-WEEK-

Whistle-Stop- s

The Lectureships Committee is to be commended for its
demonstrated ability to attract the likes of Robert Frost and
But the visits of these two
Aldous Huxley to Gambier.
names to this campus have offered us lessons which played
no part in their informal lectures.
The experience with Huxley has demonstrated that unless
the lectureship program is to be turned into a literary Old
Timers Day, we would do well to beware of inviting guests
here strictly on the basis of their past reputation. Kenyon,
literary
as a small school, is likely to fall prey to one-shot

whistle-stop- s

and

back-count-

stumpers.

ry

Last year it happened when the Senators Goldwater and
McCarthy, both realizing that as far as votes and publicity
were concerned Kenyon is small change, offered rambling
soporific surveys of their respectively fuzzy political world-view-

s.

This year, Huxley, likable old fellow that he was, offered
little more than a survey of specluative psychology and mellowed Utopian politics. It was nice, but for a school of
Kenyon's supposed caliber, niceness ought not suffice.
if we may flatter
Our experience with Robert Frost
suggests another fact that when
ourselves by calling it that
spokesman for public culture offer only a
these whistle-sto- p
stand, it's Kenyon's elbows against Knox County's
for space in Rosse Hall.
one-nig-

ht

Doubtless, certain minor reforms have already suggested
themselves . . for instance, that tickets be issued to the
bigger lectures, and that Kenyon students be offered those
tickets before the rest of Ohio. But there's another, more
sweeping consideration about the lectureships program that
demands attention.
.

are to amount
It is obvious that if
to anything more than a carnival for dilettantes and field
day for autograph hunters, lecturers will have to offer more
than a barnstorming song and dance. The lecturer, instead
of whipping through the provinces, must be induced to stay
here for several days at least.
We should replace the whistle stop with the visit, even
if we are forced to pass up big names to do so. We would
rather have a writer or scientist in residence for a week,
month, or year, meeting, talking, living among us, possibly
teaching, than a passing glance at a dozen Robert Frosts.
lecture-appearanc-

es

politics and
We are tired of watered-dow- n
d
It's time that this rapid parade of
grey-haire-

quasi-literatur-

e.

statues cease.
PFK

FISHER HOOKS WILLIAMS' DESIGN
(Cont. from page

1)

cally looks back by delaying too
long in his attempts to convince
lady to flee, and Jabe and the
sheriff's men destroy them both.
If the drama fails, it is because
the story of Val Xavier and Lady
Torrance is subordinated to a plot
which insists that corruption, a
consequence of living, is in the
end fatal. The universe is divided
between light and darkness, with
the earth cloaked in the latter.
THE SINGLE factor which contributed most to their destruction
is Lady's sudden insistence upon
revenge. When Val, at a loss to
understand her action accuses her
of being a "lunatic since this
morning," he is correct. She has

TO THE EDITOR:

Judicial Board Position Clarified

-

-

Too Many
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Scholar Administrator Split Sought;

LY
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become insane, not as a result of
her character development, which
has manifested growth, vitality.
and a new awareness of life, but
because of her subjection to the
dominant plot which calls for a
welter of destruction on the part
of the powers of darkness.
The sensationalism of the third
act finale is counteracted by some
truly touching earlier scenes: the
scene in which Val tells Lady of
the legless bird; the breathless
confrontation scene between Lady
and David Cutrere which is
cameo tragedy in itself, and the
richly humorous scene between
Val and Lady where he tells her
of his "perfect control" in rela- (Cont. on page

3,

col.

2)

Moral

would be a stagnant one at best.
To be sure, problems are encountered in either case. When the
Board interprets rules which
sometimes seem vague, it feels
it must exercise some moral
judgment, yet it must try to use
and not set norms
of behavior that deviate widely
from the standards of the rest of
the college.
However, if the rules were detailed to an infinite degree, then
Kenyon men would undoubtedly
be treated as juveniles on a rigidly policed campus. After hearing
the pleas of the Student Council
to have the administration treat
us as adults, this would indeed be
a paradox.
Another point is that the role
of the Board gradually changes.
It is still young as a branch of
the student government and every
meeting is a learning experience,
both in technique and in application and effectiveness of penalities. This growth brings the
Board in closer harmony with the
student body.

Judgments Justified

Hearings, Collins Says
the Editor:
During recent weeks, some misconceptions have arisen in reference to the power and the role of
the Student Judicial Board at
In

To

Kellogg Suggests Building
Of

'Gambier Wall'

To

the Editor:

On

Campus

My criticism is too basic to be
bogged down in specifics. Why
construct irrelevant defences in
order to ignore this fact? Should
a critical letter only point out
in the
possible improvements
efficiency of the system, tinkering
with policies and programs simply
to further the controlling concepts
of purpose when this accepted
purpose destroys the traditional
and vitally important idea of the
liberal arts education? The collegiate powers avidly protect and
constantly seek to strengthen
standards of administration which
suppress the critical vigor of the
student mind. If anyone feels he
would like to learn more in this
direction, I refer him to the recently published book by Paul
of
Goodman, The Community
Scholars (his article in the November Harpers is a shortened
version).
Like Mr. Goodman I
ONE LAST point should be would propose a complete separmade about the decision that is ation of scholars and administrarendered by the Board. If an tion.
alleged violator is found guilty,
The college could draw interthe Judicial Board recommends
the appropriate disciplinary meas- national attention by building a
ures to the Dean of Students. By Gambier Wall, stretching from in
tacit agreement between the two front of Peirce Hall (sit-i- n demonbodies, the Dean does not have, strations couldn't be prevented if
nor has he ever used, any dis- the dining hall was segregated)
cretionary power in executing the to the steps of Cromwell House
decision. If he disagrees with it (we need an impartial president
and wishes to see it changed, he to see that there are no illegal
may (as may the defendants) take crossings or border 'disturbances'
perhaps this will solve the
the case to the Appeals Board. If
any misunderstanding has arisen, traditional problem of student
y
proit is the fault of the Judicial apathy). With the
Board for not being specific gram in effect we could hold all
enough in its decision. In any the seminars in the old library,
case, it is the Board which recom- whose basement would house all
mends the penalty and it leaves the necessary books picked out of
self-restrai-

Kenyon College. Because of the
lack of communication between
the students and the Board regarding its function, it is easy to
see why questions do arise.
However, so that the criticism
will remain constructive and thus
beneficial to the development of
the judiciary branch of our student government, the role of the
Board should receive some clarification.
THE FIRST point that always
must be kept clearly in mind is
that the Judicial Board is not a
court of law. When the defendant is questioned, the Board is
simply trying to get his side of
the story and to determine the
extent of violation, provided the
defendent has pleaded guilty. The
reason that it hasn't been the
practice to have a prosecuting
and defense attorney, with the
Board acting as a jury, lies in the
nature of the rules.
When the joint student-facult- y
committee drew up the regulations five years ago, it was thought
that a small list of general rules
would be more conducive to good
conduct and the development of
a sense of personal responsibility
list of do's and
than a book-lon- g
don'ts. Apparently they wanted
to get away from detailed rules,
feeling specificity encouraged violation and an air of regimentation.
THUS the Board has felt that it
has been interpreting general
rules which try to serve as guides
of conduct rather than enforcing
a set of rules that was to be
viewed narrowly by all parties
The latter function
concerned.

nt

self-stud-

(Cont. on page 4, col. 3)

(Cont. on page 4, col. 3)

Sparse Turnout Regretted

CRITIC EMOTIONALLY EXHAUSTED BY
INTENSITY OF DELLER PERFORMANCE
by Michael R. Burr
The Kenyon College commun
ity experienced a rare treat in
the presence of Alfred Deller and
Desmond Dupre two Fridays ago,
and it seems a pity that the student body did not, for the most
part, choose to attend this most
worth-whil- e
and delightful concert.
Mr. Deller is, of course, the
world's most prominent countertenor, the male equivalent of the
alto voice. Dupre is a guitarist
and lutanist.
THOSE OF US who were scared
away by the prospect of hearing
a grown man sing "like a woman"
a comment I overheard in
Peirce Hall at dinner Friday
missed what was one of the most
rewarding evenings experienced
at Kenyon this year.
Deller is one of the most meticulous and precise musicians performing professionally today, and
has one of the most authentic deliveries and certainly one of the
most respectful attitudes towards
music that one might find.
The program included a number
of lute songs by John Dowland,
who, along with Henry Purcell,
also represented, is, thinks Deller,
in the
"the greatest song-writEnglish language."
THE PRECISION of construction and the absolutely perfect
synthesis of music and lyric in
thse songs utilized Deller's phe
er

j

nomenal voice amazingly well.
The limitations of Deller's voice
itself, and the exactness of the
songs contributed to the evening's
intensity. The concert was visibly
exhausting, both for Mr. Deller,
and for those of us in the audience who participated in the intensity of the emotion.
While the actual lyrics were often obscured by the difficulty of
enunciating in Deller's vocal range
and the exquisitely delicate tonal
variations, the feeling of spaciousness and sheer enjoyment, delighted music lovers in the audience.
While Deller relaxed after the
Dowland songs, and "got into the
proper mood" for the Monteverdi
and Purcell songs, Dupre played
three lute solos which evidenced
tremendous feeling for music and
a great deal of technical skill.
Dupre is a longtime (13 years)
associate and friend of Deller,
and the two work together both
on tour and in recording for
Vanguard.
DELLER RETURNED to sing
"Salva Regina" and "Currie Pouli"
by Monteverdi, and three songs by
Henry Purcell.
Deller executed
the difficult Montiverdis brilliantly. He is the only man in the
world who detaches his trill in
the Montiverdi pieces, and he has
been asked by the Library of
Congress in Washington, D. C, to
"hurry-u- p
and get it on tape."

Deller commented that the piece
should sound bird-likand those
who give it an
e,

"a-a-a-a-a-a-

-ah"

trill are misinterpreting the intent
of the composer.
After an intermission (which
lost some of the student body to
the coffee-shop- ),
Mr. Deller sang,
to a smaller, more intimate audience, a group of Bach and Handel
songs. In contrast with the precise simplicity of Dowland, Bach
is a sophisticated
and exacting
composer, and Deller's treatment
of his works was, as one professor
commented, "absolutely sublime."
After guitar solos by Dupre,
Deller concluded with a Giovanni
Battista Bassani cantata, "Nas-carNascare, Dive Puellule," a
cheerful, Christmasy songj ending
in a flowery "Alleluiah."
DELLER, who is 50 years old,
told this reporter, chatting over
brandy and canapes at a Sigma Pi
reception, that he became a professional musician because, as a
child, he had always wanted to
sing in a cathedral choir. Deller
had sung in church choirs since
the age of twelve, and his only
contact with formal music instruction consisted in one lesson,
in breathing control, for which he
paid one guinea (about three dollars).
He finally realized his ambition
at the age of 27, when he joined
the Canterbury Cathedral choir.
e,

(Cont. on page 4, col. 4)
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Notes From Nowhere
by A Distant Friend

COLLEGIAN

ANTON'S GRILL
Pizza made to order

Italian Spaghetti
Carry Out
222 South Main St.

Wisdom without experience is not as rare an article as one might
think. Professors and administrators encounter it in their best
students. This frightens these academic elders because it is their
job to adjust conflicting claims, in an efficient compromise for
living
in this world. Anyway, this is the job of the administrators. Their
wisdom is based on and tempered by experience. It is Aristotelian.
It is worldly wisdom, so it is necessarily political, relative and compromising.
Out of it come the principles for efficient action.
The wisdom of the angry young man is Platonic What a wise
young man knows he knows absolutely. The content of such wisdom
without experience is a vision of absolutes. This is idealism, starry
and stormy. It disturbs the elders by reminding them of ideals that
even they would like to live by. (Some of them once were angry
young men.) But for them the problem of the good life has become
subordinate to the problem of living efficiently. This holds for
the administrators mainly.

PAGE

PREACHERS IN CHAPEL 10:30 A.M.
November 18, The Rev. John Porter
November 25, The Rev. Richard F. Hettlinger
The first in a series, THE MYTHS OF
HEAVEN AND HELL.

haskell
the Schaefer bear

The professors straddle the fence, with one leg on the terra firma
of this world and the other on Utopia which is nowhere at all. Ask
Plato. So partly they understand the students, partly the administrators, and are a bit sad about both and most miserable about
themselves.
Their wisdom is schizophrenic, split by the headache
of the incompatibility of goodness and efficiency which seems built
into the constitution of things.

Daniels Likes 'Orpheus'
Despite Lack of Drawls
(Cont. from page

h 6

I

an

1)

While, then, the revival of
Into this hellish situation de- Orpheus Descending was hazardscends the Muse's enchanting son ous, the Kenyon audience can be
in the person of Valentine Xavier glad that Mr. Walch decided to
(Cliff Hilton), an unemployed take a chance. The play has its
guitar player whose car has bro- moments of unintentional humor;
ken down while he was passing only a Gothic fancy, for instance,
that way. Notwithstanding his could convert the meek and affec
two saints' names and his flight tionate bloodhound into a man
from a career as "male at stud" eating tiger. But the truth of
down in New Orleans, he has a Williams' depiction of Southern
devastatingly Orphic effect on the xenophobia cannot be denied, nor
females of the place: on Carol, on can the richness of his dramatic
Lady Torrance, and on the Sher- imagination.
Cast, technicians
iff's wife (Eleanor Bartels), who and director collaborated to
paints, sees visions, and wishes launch the new season triumph
to make an Episcopalian of him. antly.
Now Life is temporarily restored
to the Underworld, though Death
knocks overhead from Torrance's STUDENT DETECTS
Lady recreates the
bedroom:
as an annex to the FEW FAULTS IN
store and becomes pregnant by
wine-garde-

counterpoint, it
was a pity the production had to
do without Southern drawls, to
be contrasted with Lady's
speech rhythms, which Mrs.
Johnson captured to perfection,
and with the appropriate
of

1

n

Val.
CONSIDERING the importance

the

Life-Deat-

h

Ital-iana-

no-particular-ac-

te

cent

of Mr. Hilton.
But perhaps the director was wise
to dispense with this effect; the
speech of the Sheriff (David
though
Gueulette), for instance
Mr. Gueulette was properly hatewas at times
ful and savage
Southern to the point of being unintelligible. And with or without drawls the gaggle of women,
whom the script absurdly refers
to as a "chorus," were convincingly nosy and silly. Mrs. Bartels
made her visionary moments
touchingly funny, and Kathryn
Eastman epitomized the
trained nurse. There was
never a question of miscasting
with any of them.
actors deTHE PRINCIPAL
serve a like set of tributes. The
make-u- p
department may have
been frightened by a Charles
Addams drawing just before work-in- s
Mrs. Burnham and Mr. Burn
ett over (particularly with that
cobweb): but there was no doubt
ing the abandonment and despair
n
of the one, nor the
hrutalitv of the other. Mr. Hil
ton's looks were entirely suited
to the part of Val, and if his
reading of his lines had been as
confident as his slinking and sing
ing and fighting he would have
been the equal of Mrs. Johnson,
who was. as usual, splendid.
Whether the part required her to
be neurotic, childish, or joyous,
she responded unhesitatingly to
its demands.
self-importa-

hate-ridde-

nt

HILL

PRODUCTION

(Cont. from page 2)

tion to his bodily functions.
THE HILL Theater production,
produced by George McElroy and
directed by Ted Walch, was, on
the whole, excellent.
Mariorie Johnson was an at
tractive and spirited Lady. Cliff
Hilton looked the part of Val,
which is half the battle. And if
he seemed a little reticent and
awkward, why then, so was Val.
Eleanor Bartels as Vee Talbott
gave the finest performance of the
evening. Her raptures were pro
foundly real.
Among the principals, Patricia
Burnham as Carol Cutrere was
the sole disappointment. She
seemed to be trying too hard
for a characterization; the result
was confusion. One hardly knew
whether to take her for a prophet,
p
kid.
lunatic, or a
As for the rest, a few others deserve a mention: Charles Lynch
as Uncle Pleasant, Ben Burnett
as Jabe, David Gueulette as Sheriff Talbott, Kathryn Eastman as
Nurse Porter, and Libuse Miller
as a Woman.
Mr. Walch must be congratulated not only upon his direction,
but also the set design. John
Tucker's lighting went a good
way to set the mood of the scenes.
In passing, it might be good to
in a
mention that the make-ufew instances, was far too obvious.

n

crazy-mixed-u-

p,

Compliments of

The Peoples Bank
Gambier, Ohio

Member of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
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Next time you're out, enjoy
Schaefer. It's the one beer to have
when you're having more than one.
SCHAEFER

BREWERIES.

NEW YORK AND ALBANY,

N.Y., CLEVELAND,

OHIO

BOARD MEMBERS UNITE
TO RECTIFY "MISTAKES"
(Cont. from page

The

Board

1)

members

--

tion of the rule" to allow him to
drive off campus or to be "chauf-fere- d
around." Lone's contention
that, under the rules, Clemans
will not be allowed to drive his
car in New York during Christmas vacation, Edwards said was
"not true." "This office is always
open to every student," the Dean
said. "Salim could have discussed
the case with me if he had wanted
to."
THE MEMBERS pointed out
that the punishment meted out to
Clemans was not unusually harsh,
even for a first offender. The new
policy of the Board is to recommend social probation in cases of
this nature rather than monetary
fines which have been largely discredited as "inequitable."

-

ce

Jury Encourages Playboys
To Reconstruct Weekend
1)

Finally, about 4:00 a.m., Officer Cass said he saw Hoffman and
the two girls try to enter Leonard.
He yelled once, his report stated,
and they ran toward a car. When
he shone his flashlight on them
they stopped. Cass took the girls
down to the Speech building, and
locked them in for the night. They
were gone in the morning.
Conway and Crabtree were pronounced not guilty when it was
found that they had provided
rooms for their dates, and were
both sober when
The
stage was set for the hearing of
the other four defendants.
According to Ellis, "all four men
had seen a copy of Officer Cass'
report. They all agreed that it
was accurate, with a few minor
discrepancies. Dean Edwards had
outlined these discrepancies to
me."

shelves of the new building.
Then the new building could be
used as a dance hall, late night
lounge (solving the women's hours
controversy), and a decent place
to have the Smothers Brothers
and other lecturers perform. The
athletic and social clubs could all
be moved to the hill (there would
have to be a new dorm built),
while the 'intellectuals' could inhabit a wing of Lewis Hall (maybe Norton Hall could be moved
onto the hill). The idea is to
isolate all the undesirables.
The solid men on the faculty
could be given tenure and promoted to deans, establishing offices in Ascension Hall where they
could hold committee meetings
and protect the welfare name of
the college. I suppose a few would
humbly prefer the seminars on
the other side of the Wall. In all
these ways we would stimulate
independence and excellence in
the faculty and student body. I
fear, however, that my plans will
be called preposterous, and I
shall be labelled irrational and
idealistic. Rest easy, there shall
never be a free city in the North.
Seth Kellogg, Jr.

SYMPATHIZER UPHOLDS
VIRTUES OF VOCALIST
(Cont. from page 2)

From there he moved to St.
John's, where he stayed until 1958.
Deller has been singing professionally for some 31 years, and is
on his fourth tour of the United
States. Both he and Dupre observed that "American audiences
are more receptive than English,"
and they agree that, along with
Germans ("and the Swiss, too")
we are the best audiences they
have had the opportunity to perform for.
DELLER'S RANGE covers two
octaves from treble E to E below
middle-C- ,
and his repertory includes "anything up to and including Bach and Handel." Deller
feels that the lute or guitar is the
perfect instrument to sing with,
for, in his words, "there is no
problem about being covered for
or anything like that"
When questioned about the
current emphasis on authenticity
in music, Deller stated that he
was "definitely for authentic musical interpretations, but these
must be tempered by what is
As an example of
practical."
what he means, he pointed to the
Bach song, which was not, of
course, written for guitar. Deller
explained that in travelling
one cannot carry a complete
orchestra and the instruments
necessary for complete authenti
a-ro-

und

city, but the important thing, he
explained, is to capture the essence of the emotion, and, above
all, "to get the thing performed,
and get people to hear it."
DELLER COMMENTED that,
especially in Germany, authenticity too often means "vegetarian
music," which he explained as
meaning "historically interesting,
but dry."
Deller's musical interests range
from Baroque Rondos to American Jazz, but he said that he
draws the line at Rock 'n' Roll.
Concerning the history of the
counter-teno- r,
Deller told me that
it was once the most popular
voice in England, and, of course,
in Italy, where the castrati flourished throughout the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. His own
London premiere, in 1944, was
hailed as a "revival" by the music
critic for the London Times. Deller feels that the counter-teno- r
voice is indeed enjoying a revival
of interest and attention, and he
feels that the potential of countertenor voices is just as great as
any other range. There are as
as baritones,
many counter-tenor- s
he said, but they are not developed. "That doesn't mean they
just
are all good counter-tenoras all baritones aren't good ones,"
he quipped.
s,

Lone's letter did succeed

in pointing out the controversial
aspects of Kenyon's judicial system. From these interviews it
can be safely assumed that the
Board wishes to remain an interpretive as well as a punitive body.
The Board will continue to consider the circumstances of each
case before deciding on a punishment to fit the crime. The Board
may become more specific in its
dri'MlCT nrivilege?recommendations of punishment
Terry remarked that 'restriction' for the Dean to enforce, A mild
has always in the past been taken crackdown can be expected with
at social more recommendations of social
to mean
of an auto- probation and fewer monetary
functions and non-us- e
mobile. If there is a great deal fines.

bird-dogge- d.

PANACEA

student protest on this issue,
the he said, the Board will be forced the debris now resting on the

were of

flagrant a violation as bringing
a girl out expressly for the purpose of taking her to his room."
Most agreed that they would recommend harsher punishment for
a student who entertained a girl
in his room at 2 a.m. than for one
who kept his date for a half hour
or so beyond the limit.
Exceptions were Saltus and
Peters who said that all violations of the rule should be treated
alike and junior Tom Collins,
Board Clerk, who insisted that he
would have to know all the circumstances of the case before
passing judgment.
The Judicial Board, most members agreed, is not a court of law,
but rather a group of students
which gives a liberal interpretation of certain broad rules and attempts to determine a just penalty.
THE DEAN and board members agreed that it would be easier
for the Dean if the punishment
were spelled out in more explicit terms. The Board's recommendation in the Clemans case
called for restriction of participation in college and fraternity social events and restrictions of

(Cont. from page

KENYON

(Cont. from page 2)

understandibly vague on
question of whether a moral judg- to begin making its recommendament was made, because of the tions more specific.
Edwards added that he has
difficulty of defining what constitutes a moral judgment. The always interpreted the Board's
majority of members interviewed recommendation according to preagreed, however, that the Board vious custom, and, although he
is justified in considering the cir- has the right to appeal the Board's
decision to the Appeals Board, he
cumstances of each case.
MOST AGREED with Dean Ed- has never done so.
Of Lone's claim that the Dean's
wards, that "if a fellow exceeded
of Cleman's car
the hours either by forgetting the "impounding"
clock or by finding it more con- was insane, Edwards replied that
venient to do so, it is not as it would be "violating the inten-

non-attendan-

STUDENT ADVISES
'SEGREGATION' AS

Yet when the four were confronted with the report at the
hearing, they found major variations in the report. Officer Cass'
report stated that he came upon
Burr and Bob Almirall discussing
how to smuggle the two girls into
the dorm.
WHILE CASS was talking to the
two, Bill Cass came running down
the stairway, saw the officer,
turned white and ran back up the
stairs. At the hearing Burr denied both, talking to Almirall
about getting the girls into
Leonard, and the Bill Cass episode. Bill Cass also denied that
he had run down the stairs, at the
hearing.
Officer Cass laughed at these denials, and declared "I'll stake my
reputation on the fact that I
bumped into Bill Cass at that
point in the evening, and fright- (Cont. on page 5, col. 3)

Movie this week:
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
NORTH BY NORTHWEST

starring GARY GRANT
Sunday
week:
Thanksgiving program
THE DETECTIVE FATHER BROWN
starring ALEC GUINESS
Wednesday only
Weekend show
only-Nex-

t

SIR LAURENCE OLIVIER'S

(Cont. from page

&

Sun.

OPEN ONLY TO STUDENTS OF

KENYON

2)

little room for interpretation on
anyone's part.
I do not wish to say, however,
that the recent criticisms of the
Board are misdirected. The comment that he should act in a more
formal fashion and give the defendant some of the benefits he
would enjoy in a court of law is
justifiable. It all boils down to
issuing more specific summonses
and recommended penalties so
that the alleged violator knows
exactly which of his actions transgressed the rules. This will enable him to prepare and present
a better defense.
YET IT is hoped that the students will continue to feel that
the guide of conduct that they
and the faculty set down in the
Rules and Regulations of the College is best maintained by an
agreeable set of general rules that
allow for some interpretation; and

VICEROY
Football Contest Ho. 4
(CLOSES NOVEMBER 20TH

)

N!
First Prize

.

.

.

Second Prize

.

.

$100.00

that whatever interpreting that
might be requisite, be done so by
a group not necessarly representative of all factions on campus,

but one which will see that the
rules assure considerate and equitable treatment for all persons.
Thomas R. Collins
Ted Walch has announced
a production
meeting for all those interested
in working in the February
production
of
"Much Ado
About Nothing." The meeting
will be held in the Green Room
of the Speech Building, Nov.
20 at 8:30 p.m. All are urged
to attend.

that there will be
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pizza
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Mazza, Jr.
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$10.00 each
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Four contests in all

. . . New contest every two
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Michael Burr
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Robert Leonard
Bob McDonald
D. E. Powers
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George Seltzer
David Shevitz
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Seniors' Swan Song

B00TERS BEATEN
v.

a

by Fred Farrar
Have you ever wandered down
to the soccer field to watch Dave
Dawson? Have you noticed his
effortless running style, his quick,
sure kicks, his leaping "heads,"
or the way he guides the team?
If you haven't, you're too late.
Dawson made his final appearance in a Kenyon soccer uniform
against Denison, in Granville,
Nov. 3rd.
There were other seniors in
that game, of course. There was
Dave McKee, a
and
inside who sparked the offense
all year. There was "Frenchie"
Paulet who held down a vitally
important fullback position.
John Teare was the "sixth man"
on the forward line. Whenever
the offense was sputtering, Teare
go in to give the line a
Senior halfback Curt Cree, who returned to action two weeks would
boost. Dave Colley at fullback
for half the season-break- s
int the op
played well enough to be
Bob MacFarland at
position helped the team
an
inside
Six Straight!
consistantly throughout the season.
Jim Monnell improved all season, and played his best game of
the campaign against Denison.
Ironically, Monnell, while trying
to clear a ball from in front of the
Senior Ralph Roberts, a
The Hiram Terriers took ad- Kenyon goal, kicked a goal for
scatback, bulled, twisted, vantage of
opportunities and ex- Denison.
and turned an impending defeat ploded for
two
d
touchfor visiting Mt. Union into a 4
downs in a
2
comeback victory over Kenyon
victory over
from page 4)
before a crowd of dad's at Gam-bie- r, last Saturday. the visiting Lords ened him(Cont.
so much he blanched,
November 3.
Kenyon took a lead when junior and ran away."
The Lords, as usual, took the quarterback Mike Wood, after
BURR INSISTED on having
early initiative; junior quarter- completing passes to senior ends Almirall testify. "He'll back me
back Mike Wood punctured the Dave Shevitz and Mike Kolczun, up, that we never spoke of how
Raider defense with three passes scampered nine yards for the to get the girls into Leonard," said
to senior end Dave Shevitz, the score. Hiram battled back after Burr. "He'll also tell the Board,"
last one good for 12 yards and the intermission with a two-yar- d
he pledged, "that Bill Cass didn't
score. Wood circled left end for plunge by senior fullback John encounter Officer Cass."
the two points and the Lords led Woodson.
When Almirall was asked
The Lords took charge tempor- whether he and Burr conspired
to bring the girls into the dorm,
Mount Union, running in the arily when Wood engineered a
scoring
pass
to
Shevitz.
and
The
whether the two Casses had
second quarter from a winged-formation, was continually sty- conversion attempt failed and bumped into each other, he
12-thought a few seconds, and came
mied by clipping penalties. After Kenyon led,
Shevitz'
his tenth scoring out with a firm "I don't remem
catch,
senior end Mike Smith booted the
all-tiber."
ball to the Kenyon
line, the grab of the year, set a new
When Burr asked
and prod
Ohio
Conference
record.
The
Lords marched 98 yards for anhe
incident,
him
O.C. this ded
speedy
led
about
the
senior
the
other touchdown. Wood nipped to
and substantiated
senior end Mike Kolczun for 42 year in passes received (34) and in remembered,
Burr's story. The Board threw
yards to the Raider 11, and fresh- scoring (62 points).
period,
Hiram took out his testimony.
In the final
man John Rutter leaped high in
THE BOARD charged Hoffman,
punt to
the air to nab a Wood pass in the advantage of an
Doepke
and Bill Cass with violaball
25,
moved
Lord
and
the
the
end zone.
to the two. Four plays later, tion of 2A (gaining an illegal acThe Purple Raiders then un- Woodson cracked through the cess to the hanger), Doepke with
leashed Roberts and speedy soph- stiffened Kenyon defensive line 2E (late entertainment of a woman
omore Jack Heim. Heim raced 27
into the end zone for the winning guest), Hoffman and Cass with
yards around left end to the Lord
misscore. Eric Thompson added the another count of 2A (general
20, repeated the act a minute later
conduct), and Burr with 2A (conpoints on a
insurance
to the one, and Roberts bulled in
spiracy to get girls into the dorm
jaunt later in the quarter.
for the TD. Freshman Harry Lef-flafter hours).
STATISTICS
converted, and the startled
Burr proved to the Board that
Kenyon Hiram
Lords, ahead 14-left for the First Downs Rushing
there was no specific rule against
7
12
dressing room at the half
2
4
any of them being in the hanger,
First Downs Passing
o
l
Penaltie s
so that charge was dismissed.
Roberts, slithered around, bounc- First Downs
14
12
First Downs
Doepke said he was merely geting off, and booming through TotalYds.
167
107
Rushing
Net
ting his date's coat from his room
would-b- e
13
15
tacklers, sped 48 yards Passes Attempted
4
7
when Officer Cass found him
for a score midway in the third Passes Completed
0
2
there, following a fraternity party.
quarter. Junior Bruce Twine Passed Had Intercepted
33
83
Yds. Gained Passing
excuse was accepted by the
His
blasted through the line to block Punting Average
40.1-32.4-Board, and he was found not
40
0
the kick attempt, and the Lords Yds. Punts Returned
31
16
guilty.
Yds. Penalized
still led,
0
1
Fumbles Lost
The Board could not prove that
Robquarter,
with
in
Later
the
STATISTICS
Burr actually conspired to bring
erts and Heim pounding at the
Mt. Union Kenyon the girls into the dorm; he was
Kenyon line, the Raiders drove 64
4
15
Downs - Rushing
First
also acquitted.
yards to a first down on the Lord First Downs - Passing
8
1
BUT HOFFMAN and Cass had
12
16
eight. Four plays later, the ball Total First Downs
d
125
364
Rushing
spent
such a strange and
Gained
Yds.
line. Kenrested on the one-fo13
5
evening, that the Board
yon, however, couldn't sustain Passes Attempted
9
3
Passes Completed
found them guilty of general mis0
any sort of drive in the last quar- Passes
0
Had Intercepted
107
conduct, and sent them each a
27
ter; Wood was rushed hard Yds. Passing
288
391
of warning.
Total Offense
letter
throughout the second half.
41.3-Punting Average
"As the Security Officer of Ken37
44
After the Raiders got possession Yards Penalized
yon College, we (the Judicial
0
0
on the Kenyon 47, sophomore Fumbles Lost
Board) have to accept Officer
quarterback Tom Sirgo crossed up
Cass' report," said Ellis. "In our
Lave
Head football coach Art
the Lord defense by tossing to
eyes, that report was truthful and
banat the football
senior end Ray Lutheran for a announced
juniors
valid."
quet Wednesday that
first down on the 12. Roberts
Barry Jentz and Mike Woods
"The descrepancies the defenof
the
plowed to the five, junior halfwould be
dants found, were, in each case,
1963 Lord football team. Jentz,
back Mike Theriault scored, and
very minor points they disagreed
defensive
and
guard
offensive
senior Kent Smith carried for the
Wood, the
and
with," he continued. "Their relinebacker,
two-poiThe rest
conversion.
quarterback in the Ohio tractions at the hearing took me
of the game saw Kenyon attemptConference, were instrumental by surprise, and destroyed the
in producing some of the most
ing unsuccessfully to move the
in recent plan of questioning I had formufootball
exciting
ball and Mt. Union grinding out
years.
lated earlier."
yardage as the gun sounded.
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BY DENISON, ZIPS

One senior who didn't get in
was fullback Whit
Ridgeway. Ridgeway's been on
the bench all year, shouting encouragement to his team mates.
In practice he made a point of
helping the freshmen all he could.
He sweated out the long exercise
periods, the grueling airport runs,
the training rules like everyone
else.
He was a good fullback,
but when you're behind Paulet
and Cooley you don't get to play
too much.
Denison won the game
although the Lords scored the first
goal inside of the five minute
mark in the first period. The Big
Red tied it up in the late stages
of the quarter, and Monnell's errant boot gave them the victory
in the second quarter, despite repeated Kenyon thrusts in the final
half.
A crowd of about 300 enthuDenison
partisans sat
siastic
through the game in chilling
The loss dropped the
weather.
Lords' record to
Akron invaded Gambier on Oct.
31st and left with a 3 victory.
The Zips jumped out to a 0 lead
just before halftime when Dave
McKee was awarded a penalty
kick. McKee shot once, and

the game

2-- 1,

5-4-

-1.

6--

3--

Akron's goalie gobbled it up. But
hadn't blown his
whistle, and McKee got another
chance. He didn't miss, and Kenyon went to the locker room down

the referee

3--

1.

Monnell passed beautifully to
McFarland in the third quarter,
and McKee added another penalty
kick to end the Kenyon scoring.
Akron added three goals late in
the half.
Despite the disappointing three
final defeats, the season was a
success. The 0 victory over Ohio
University on October 23rd and
the 1 win over Ohio Wesleyan
at Homecoming were the two best
games of the year.
1--

2--

Soccer Captains Named
Coach

Bob Harrison
the election of junior
Dave Kearney and sophomore
Bob Dovitz as
of
the 1963 soccer team at the soccer banquet Tuesday. Kearney,
who played every minute of
every game as the team's
goalie, allowed only 17 goals in
10 games. Dovitz, who continually boosted the morale of
team by his hustle and drive,
was one of the leading scorers.
A plaque listing the outstanding victories of the past four
years was presented to Harrison by the senior members of
the squad.
an-nunc-

ed

co-capta- ins

ELLIS EXPLAINED why the
Board couldn't find Bill Cass and
Hoffman guilty of bringing girls
into the dorm. "They weren't
present when Officer Cass surprised the girls," he said. "Burr
was the only one in the room with
them during the entire time Cass
saw them. We couldn't prove that
(Bill) Cass and Hoffman brought
them in."
Ellis had spent a lot of time re- Hi
evaluating both the Board's goals
and its restrictions. With a strict
ft-- '
code of laws, Board members 1
speculated, Doepke would have
been guilty of having a girl in his
room, Bill Cass and Hoffman
would have been guilty of misconduct (at least) and probably
given heavier sentences, and Burr
himself probably would have been
guilty of ungentlemanly conduct
at the prodding of
when he
went
Bill Cass and Hoffman
Captain Terry Owen and line
into Leonard Room 10 to rescue coach Don While talk things over
at halftime.
their dates, from Officer Cass.
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HARRISON HOPES KEY

PLAYERS 'MEASURE UP'

Coach Bob Harrison, back in
basketball
his own element
contemplated the coming season
with a broad grin, although what
he said left little to grin about.
"This team is going to hustle
a lot," he stated. "Of course, it'll

be the first time in four years we
haven't had the Big Guy (Jeff
Slade) but I think we'll show
well."

who'll play a lot are: Livingston,
Ken Klug, Dave Schmid, Tom
Collins (captain), Bill Kuehl, Al
Pettibone, Gene Lind and Paul
Crawley.
The team has looked well in
intrasquad workouts, and it is
going to have to look real well
before Christmas vacation in
those four big games. If it doesn't,
the season could be over before
Chrhistmas.

BUT THE team is going to have
at
very well
to show well
the beginning of the season. In Those endearing bloodhound
the first four games the Lords posters, announcing Kenyon's imwill face two of the best teams minent Blood Mobile Day have
in the Conference last season: again sprung up all over campus.
Campaign Director Mrs. H. L.
Ohio Wesleyan and Wittenberg.
Jr., hopes to gather 175
Warner,
"I think if we're shooting well pints of the thick red liquid Nov.
and hustling all the way, we 29, as compared with 146 pints
should be in those games all the last year, and 191 two seasons ago.
"Our main
way, said Harrison.
Students may part with their
problems this year will be re- precious fluid in the basement of
bounding, lack of height, and lack Peirce Hall from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
of depth."
MRS. WARNER says that "this
project in
"But we'll be very exciting," he is the only community
asked to
are
men
Kenyon
which
team
a
had
never
promised. I've
will
they
know
I
and
participate,
apwork harder. But I'm a little
prehensive. If Randy Livingston not let us down this year." go
to
The blood donated will
gets injured, we'll be hurt on the
the Columbus Regional Blood-mobilboards."
where it will be typed,
ACCORDING to the coach nine
broken down into
and
stored,
players figure to see a lot of
plasma.
freshincluding
year,
action this
Veterans iiiimiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiii
man Brian Farney.
e,
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Mt Vernon Plaza
BARBER SHOP
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john

9--

m.

capron,

'64,

dke

has informed this journal that
he is, perhaps, the only Ken- yon student who failed to at- tend both the Huxley and Frost
lectures. Orchids to you John.
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Sweepstakes for colleges only

Your chances of winning

are 50 times better than if open to the general public

You can win! 50 flashing new '63 Pontiac Tempest Le Mans convertibles are up for grabs! They're easy to win and it's lots of fun!
The big sweepstakes is starting now . . . keeps going and growing
through the school year. There'll be drawings for 5, 10, then 15 and
finally 20 new Tempest convertibles four exciting laps 50 cars in
all! Enter often
no limit on the number of entries per person!

...

Enter now! Here's all you do:
1. Pick up a free official L&M Grand Prix 50 entry blank. Look for them
where cigarettes are sold on and about campus. Fill it in.
2. Detach your serialized L&M Grand Prix 50 License Plate from your
entry blank. Save it! Tear off the bottom panels from 5 packs of L&M
King, L&M Box, Chesterfield King or Chesterfield Regular. Menthol smokers can enter with Oasis. 5 panels, or acceptable substitutes (see
entry blank), must accompany each, entry. Each entry must be mailed
separately.
3. Mail us the panels and your serialized entry blank ... it matches your
license plate. Your serial number may be one of the 50 that wins a '63
Tempest convertible!

EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!
If you win, you may choose instead
of the Tempest a thrilling expense-pai- d
Holiday in Europe for
Two! Plus $500 in cash!
ek

Winners' Tempests will include:
floor shift, bucket seats,
deluxe trim and special decor, radio and heater, deluxe wheel discs,
3-spe-

ed

windshield washers and white sidewall tires; with delivery, sales tax
and registration all
And, choice of body, trim and top
colors as well as choice of differential gear ratios!
Important: As your entries are received they become eligible for all
subsequent drawings. So enter often and enter early before the
drawing for the first five Tempests (right after Thanksgiving). Entries received by Thanksgiving weekend will be eligible in drawings
for all 50 Tempests!
Remember: The more entries you submit, the more chances you
nave to win:
pre-pai-
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wim me winners...
far ahead in smoking
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See the Pontiac Tempest at your nearby Pontiac Dealer
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America's hottest new
sports convertible!
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